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#URBANHEROES SYSTEM

#UrbanHeroes rules’ system is a dice advancement system which uses the whole basic  set of rpg dice; this is a task 
resolution system where PCs will need to pass certain Difficulties (D) in order to fulfill their actions positively. This is 
the dice advancement table:

1-1d2-1d3-1d4-1d6-1d8-1d10-1d12-1d20

If a die is increased by one step it means the player will have to roll the next one on this table, whether a die is redu-
ced by one step it means the player will have to roll a lower die on this table.

STATISTICS

COMBAT

General:

Datas on the left part of the character’s sheet reports 
general informations about a PC (name, nationality, reli-
gion, age, weight, etc) including his Temperment which 
describes how he usually behaves and his personality 
traits.

Characteristics:

PCs will have a die instead of a numeric value to descri-
be their statistics; Body (Bod), Reflexes (Ref), Mind (Mnd), 
Social (Soc) and Control (Ctrl) which is reserved for 
H.E.R.O.es characters, people with extraordinary, super-
humans powers.

Skills:

Skills represent the set of abilities a character has expe-
rienced throughh is life and can be used to increase a 
Characteristic of one or more steps (one per Rankowned) 
while performing specific tasks. If a player would like to 
spend more time than normal performing such task he 
will obtain a bonus reduction on its D, whether the player 
would like to accellerate it the D will increase proportio-
nally. It is possible to automatically score the avarage of 
one die without rolling it if you spend twice the regular 
time performing any task (for example if you need to roll 
1d8 you can automatically obtain a roll of 4 if you spend 
twice the time doing your task). A player can ask any time 
the Scriptwriter whether a specific Skill can grant him a 
bonus on a Characteristic’s check (for example having 
Ranks in the Sport:Baseball Skill will let a character use 
them when required to catch a thrown object, to make a 
ranged throw attack with small objects, etc)

HealthPoints/Locations:

Every body Location has its Health Points (HP) value and 
whenever this total is lowered below its half will provo-
ke various negative effects; whenever the value lowers 
to 0 or lower the Location cannot be further used (and 
will bring the character to Coma if it is Torso or Head Lo-
cation); whenever this value will reach as many negative 
points as the Location total HP it is considered Disinte-
grated. Medicated wounds will recover at a 10 HP rate 
per day. 

Psyche:

It represents a character’s defense against Psionics Po-

wers and morale effects such as fear; whenever an effect 
imposes to lose one or more Psyche Points (PP) the play-
er should roll for a Mental Stability check using his Mnd 
die and adding the result to his remaining PP and finally 
confronting the result with the appropriate table. The 
result may cause temporal negative effects or in a per-
manent Mental Disorder. Psyche Points can be used to 
obtain a bonus on a single roll equal to the current Psy-
che value of the character (after completing the roll the 
player should roll for a Mental Stability check as usual). 
One PP can be recovered with a full 24 hours  rest or by 
spending time meditating or following psychoanalysis 
sessions.

Fatigue Points:

Performing hard work, fighting, loss of sleep, deseases, 
hunger and thirst, radiations and using Powers too of-
ten will result in an accumulation of Fatigue Points (FP); 
every time a character is given a FP he will need to roll 
for a Fatigue check using his Bod die using the actual FP 
totalas D and if the roll is unsuccessful the character will 
suffer from different temporal negative effects at least 
until they do not take some rest. One hour rest will get a 
characterrid of 1 FP.

Contacts:

These are the most important friends or relatives to one-
character;  a PC can choose to ask for a limited special fa-
vor (based on their possibilities) to any of those just once 
a year and they will surely help him with no hesitation.

Round:

Whenever characters get involved in action sequences 
(like combat sequences for example) they will be asked 
to roll Initiative in order to understand who will act first 
every Round: those who get the same result will need 
to re-roll Inititiative every Round in order to understand 
who is going to act first. 

Turn:

During his Turn a character can use his Actions to perform 
tasks or move and his Movement to displace themselves 
up to a maximum distance shown by this value or per-
form simple tasks (such as reloading a weapon, stand up 
from grounded position, etc). Every character can use 
his Responses during opponents’ Turns to react to other 
PCs’ and NPCs’ actions or other events.
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Attack:

In order to hit someone in a hand to hand situation the 
D is 1 plus following modifier: +1 whether the target has 
moved, +1 per target Dimension step over Small, +1 whe-
ther the character is attacking with two weapons. A cha-
racter will need to sustain a Ref roll for small weapon and 
Bod for big ones.

In order to hit someone with ranged or thrown weapon 
the D is 2 plus following modifier: +1 whether the target 
has moved, +1 per target Dimensionstep over Small, +1 
whether the character is attacking with two weapons, +1 
for every Precision distance from the target. A character 
will need to sustain a Ref roll.

In order to Dodge an attack a character must use a Re-
sponse and obtain an higher result than the attacker’s 
one on a Ref check and will avoid any Damage; in order 
to Parry an attack a character must obtain the same re-
sult or higher than the attacker’s one an will suffer any 
Damage on the chosen Location or on the chosen item 
used as a shield. A Character cannot use more than one 
Response to perform the same task reacting to the same 
event.

In order to determine the Damge whenever a character 
gets hit by an attack you will need to roll 1d8 and see 
which Location has been struck by the blow. Melee and 
thrown weapons have their own Damage die which 
needs to be multiplied by the Strenght modifier, fire 
weapon have their own value.

In order to make a Targeted Attack the D willhave a +5D 
modifier but the attacker can choose which Location will 
be hit in case of success. 

In order to Defend a character must not move and by 
giving up any number of Actions wil lobtain the same 
number of extra Responses until his next Turn. During a 
Defending Round a charcter can activate a Power in Re-
sponse without accumlating any FP, make an attack with 
a drawn weapon using a Response or make complete a 
Movement by expending two Responses. 

Powers:

Whenever a character activates a Power (it usually requi-
res just one Action) the Flaw which is connected to that 
Power also begins to affect the H.E.R.O.. In order to use 
the samePower again he will have to wait for an hour or 
he will accumlate one FP and again every time he cho-
oses to activate it before waiting an hour; if a character 
would like to activate one of his Powers as a Response 
will always accumulate one FP and the duration of the 
Power will be 1 Round only. In order to perform attacks 
or control Powers an H.E.R.O. will be required to roll his 
Ctrl die.

-Genetic Powers: are accompanied by visible and weird 
mutations which manifests only during their Activations.

-Psyonic Powers: people gifted with such Powers will 
have their eyes turn to white while they activate them 
with no other visible effects; it will also take double the 
regular time for them to recover Psyche Points.

-Divine Powers: are accompanied by visible and weird 
mutations or divine vestiges which manifests only du-
ring their Activations; such H.E.R.O.es also manifestan 
incurable Mental Disorder as long as their Powers are 
Activated.

-Magical Powers: in order to be Activated such Powers 
requires an H.E.R.O.  to perform specific mystical somatic 
or verbal formulae. 

-Carriers Powers: such Powers depend on a special Item 
that could be either Divine or Magical and they can be 
lost as well as the Bond with their carrier can be broken. 

Actions:

Other actions and checks can be performed as follows: 

-Ability/Character is tic check: usually 1 Round duration 
or more

-Timing: by expending an Action and Movement a cha-
racter can obtain a +1 to his Initiative roll

-Support: by expending an Action a character can con-
fer a +1 bonus to another character roll for every Rank 
he possess in a Skill which he possess and that can help 
fulfilling such task.

-Grappling: requires an Action and the character must 
not have moved during his Turn. It is a regular clse com-
bat attack which results in no Damage whether the roll 
is successful and the two will then be considered grap-
pling (thus they cannot move nor do any other actions 
than trying to get free or to immobilize or hurt the other 
person involved).

-Automatic Fire: in order to fire using an automatic fire 
weapon a character must sacrifice his Movement during 
his Turn and use one Action; he will then make a regular 
distance attack with a +1D modifier which will affect all 
the targets in a 90° arc. 

-Running: a character can run up to 2 times his Move-
ment statistic if he uses both his Action and Movement 
during his Turn and up to 3 times in the next Round if he 
does not stop running.


